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Title: iREC
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Labory
Publisher:
Mamilos Club Studios
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
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This game has two very terrible attributes. First off there is no skip button for puzzles. In the original game there was but the
converted Steam version left it out. I am stuck on a puzzle with no way to get past it. Secondly the mouse cursor does not line up
with what your trying to click. It's way off in some cases.

This game is a no go unless they fix the above mentioned problems.. It's a relatively easy card game after you've maxed out your
deck with Giant Golems (Gotten from the market, at the very end. They costs 110, so by the time you're in the early 20s, most if
not all your cards should be these). There isn't much to the game and it is repetitive, but I found it enjoyable.

Having more descriptive achievements would be helpful, took a while for me to get Chicken Farmer (Use the wizard after
finding all three, one can be gotten from the tutorial, another from completing level 25, and the last is hidden in the Credits).. I
really like dat game. I was looking for good game about gladiators for long and for now I found only two games. One was
mmorpg Die Before Dishonor but because of nearly 0 players base they shut down. Next which I like is Age of Gladiator. If you
like when game is kicking your♥♥♥♥♥in the worsts moments- here you are (seriously- i was so happy i buy Spartacus at first
day and the day before I want to send him 1v1 he got sick...). Game have one bug but if your mouse is okay you will never
found it. The devs still doing updates and try to balance more game. Random crits can make your day or destroy it- but as all
know, everyone need sometimes luck, even AI. The only think i want is a tutorial or better explanation what is glancing blow ;p
big plus for devs for that game! :D please make more of games like this and more updates and events for Age of Gladiators
II:Rome! :). Vr motion sickness. Fitst person views in vr are no good to me.. Nice little game that keeps you entertained in short
blasts!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcW2cBGdr6o&feature=youtu.be. Is there more than one ending? The one I got to leaves
me feeling defeated......OTHER THAN THAT it is a very good game.
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Didn't even try to do anything new or original.... The absolute bare bones of an experience are here.

The shooting is alright. There are "power-up" weapons with limited ammo you pick up. They are okay, maybe even kinda cool.
The movement feels slow, but that's mostly an issue when you are running around cleared rooms etc. During combat it works.

As you clear rooms, more enemies start appearing. A bit too many actually. You can get into a situation where there is a horde
after you and unless you get lucky with a weapon drop, you're going to take a hit (because you can't kill them fast enough and
there is no way to kite them).

That's it. The only additional mechanic is picking money to buy a chest for an item. I don't know the extent, but in my last run I
got two chests. One had a map...the other just had blue tokens (that I believe are used to power items, that I didn't have). After
you beat the boss, you get whisked to...a coming soon screen.

There isn't enough here, what is here is kinda boring, and there are bugs. Many of them are just visual, but they are distracting.
Come on dev, I believe in you.. EDIT! It has been confirmed that the Level Editor is coming. So scratch that complaint. The
game also (SPOILERS!!) do implement some new features, and is significantly larger than the first game. So i am changing this
to a recommend. My stance on the graphic withstands none the less.

Stay clear!! If you own the original Escape Goat, don´t buy this. If you don´t own the original, buy that instead of this
downgrade.

By all means an inferior game than the original Escape Goat, which i absolutely adored. From what i can concern, there is
absolutely no new features what so ever. Calling it a sequel is actually misleading, since it´s the exact same game but with LESS
content. You read that part correctly, Escape Goat 2 is LESS of a game than it´s predecessor. Why? Because the developer (s)
removed the Level Editor! The original boasted an easy to use, yet extremely powerful level editor that allowed you to create
anything the original campaign could offer. You could even create your own campaign by chaining the levels together. Escape
Goat 2 have no level editor what so ever.

That´s right, they removed the ONE feature that allowed a wonderful community to grow up around this game. Maybe they
realised that a level editor would make any DLC obsolete. Worse yet, well no not worse, the omission of the level editor is the
main offender, but the new graphics aren´t really up to snuff.

The original had pixel perfect, atmospheric and gorgeous sprite art. The sequel is still made out of sprites, but it is all convoluted
in an unnecessary comic look. The original had a sense of mystique, an omnious almost gothic vibe. This game looks like your
random, kid friendly iOS game. To add insult to injury, the lightning effects obscures the playing field. It´s not always clear
what is what, and while it certainly ain´t no big problem, the new graphics diminished the enjoyment of the game, at least in my
case. It´s also unnecessary demanding! The first game i could run on my MacAir with perfect framerate and hardly any CPU
usage. This game chugs even at the lowest graphics setting, and is setting my fan on fire.

So there you go. Take a game with a wonderful premise, because the basic gameplay behind Escape Goat is truly amazing,
disguise it in less beautiful and more demanding graphics. Remove half of the content. (One could argue the level editor was
more than half really), and up the price. And there you have it folks. Escape Goat 2.. A game to unwind with and still provide
challenging fun. Interesting gameplay mechanic, mixed with unique visuals and sound to form a relaxing meditation while still
gaming.. Love the pictures in this one. Can get a bit repetitive because they are all city skylines, but they are really really pretty.
And a couple of them break the mold, like the one of Dubai, which is just the tops of the buildings peeking through the clouds.
Fun game :). A very realistic skiing in the mountains. Thank you for this simulator. I reckon some items (like giant snowmen,
Santa stuff, etc.) makes it more attractive for kids particularly for Christmas time....maybe a Christmas version of this
simluator.. I'm genuinely sad that this game is nearly fifteen years old and so few games have come out in the whole of the time
that have had the same feeling of pure narrative RPG elements that this one has. Where, in most instances, it's abundantly clear
that a game has components solely designed to appeal to the maximum viewship and reach the maximum number of sales, I
genuinely feel the the sole purpose of Geneforge 2 is to diligently tell a good story and allow a player to experience and navigate
through that world, regardless of the effect that would have on the market.

Geneforge 2 tells the story of a young apprentice who is traveling with their mentor to do a routine inspection on one of their
poorer and more distant colonies, and stumble into an entire world that's not supposed to be there. Two effectively advances the
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plot from one, as you can see the same character and learn about what happened to them between the previous game and now,
and you can once again chose your alliances and work through the struggles that this new world brings.

Over all, this game has the atmosphere that I'm most satisfied with and most comfortable with. Realistic human characters with
interests and motivations, managing a delicate power balance that threatens to destroy the faction you care about most. The
characters and they present the case for what they believe in, and how dangerous it is to be found out, hits compelling note with
me and actually makes me care about what happens to them and the role I play in the valley.

The game is old, by now. The resolution isn't the best, and the graphics were never mind blowing to begin with, but it still caries
the same charm it ever had and I'm somewhat partial to say that it's aged relatively well. Above all else, the story remains, the
characters remain, and nothing can damage that element.

Geneforge 2 could possibly be my most favourite game of all time. And I cannot foresee any reason that I would not
recommend it. It will always have a place in my heart.

My review is positive.. THUNDER. HORSE.. well, to beginn with this review i have to say that i am really dissappointed by the
game! i know many people would just need one sentence to describe this game, but i don´t think that it is so bad.

Yes, the game promisses more than it actually gives. there is a screenshot about a train derailment near a sawmill, but it´s not in
this game! there has been one in the previous part. and this is the only part that really gives you missions you only can achieve
with the Ladder Vehicle. i surely see that the game could be better, but knowing the companies that worked on it for a while i
realized they never done something big and cool. those companies are known for makeing the worst simulator games on the
market.

Compared to the current version of Emergency 2016 (Emergency 5 with a Upgrade), even EM 2016 is better and it has gotten a
really ♥♥♥♥♥♥ path finding AI .

Dear Developers of Rescue 2! , please patch this game! you know that you keep makeing people angry by promiseing more than
you can give those people.
i won´t ever by any part of the Rescue game Series. i better stick to the Emergency Series and other Rescue Simulators.

To All people who think about buying, Don´t Buy This Game! Buy Emergency 2016 instead of this game! there is even better
and changeing music!

Thanks for reading
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